30 January 2012

Dear Parent/Carer,

Burwood Girls High School has a compulsory dance uniform for 2012 for all elective dance classes, ensembles and the Dance Company. This is a compulsory uniform, which students must purchase and wear at all rehearsals and dance classes.

The uniform consists of a pair of ¾ black dance tights and a black dance singlet embroidered with “BGHS Dance”.

The cost of the uniform is $60.00 per student, payable to the school office under the code 043-022. This is due by the end of Week 1, Term 1, 2012 (3 Feb).

Students will be provided with their dance uniform during their first class in 2012.

Thank you for your assistance.

M. Caltabiano  
Dance Teacher  
PDHPE Faculty

K. Lye  
Head Teacher PDHPE